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Asia is experiencing the largest generational transition of wealth in history



Are the banks prepared to serve the next generation?



73% would be more excited about a new offering from Google, Amazon, 
Apple or PayPal



1 in 3 say they switching banks in the next 90 days



71% would rather go to the dentist than listen to what their bank is saying
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Why AI will make the advisor irrelevant



Financial products are already digital. When you transfer money, place a trade, or sign up for an insurance 
policy, there is no factory behind the scenes producing anything. They are also largely a commodity.  

That leaves advice and the “human touch” as the driver as the point of difference.  

So much so that the “personal touch” became one with the products themselves. This, in turn, led to high 
fees to compensate for the expense of people and branches. 

It’s precisely these expenses that are under attack by software. 

Amazon is decimating traditional retail not because of a product advantage (they sell the same products as a 
shop) but because it attacked the expense of traditional retail. 

The opposing argument is that people will always value the human touch and advice. We have heard the 
same argument before and its a myth. 



They won’t even talk to each other… 
so what makes you think they want to talk to an advisor? 

 



There will be more bots employed than financial advisors because they work 24/7 (not 9:30 am to 6 pm) 

AI can find real-time insight and an actionable plan from data that is not humanly possible.  

AI is rational, not emotional 

AI can be programmed without conflict of interest 

AI can treat a $1 account the same as a $1 million account at scale 

AI requires no salary, no bonus, no vacation, and no corporate credit card. 



Thanks


